
YOU CAN’T HANDLE DR. LOVE’S “TRUTHS” 

In emails September 25 and 27, 2016 to colleagues McElmurry and 
Masten, Dr. Love expressed a desire to keep Dr. Pruden at arm’s 
length as she obtained more data on Shigella and developed her 
personal manifesto related to POU filter use in Flint. Love’s illogical 
analysis was heavily based on her ignorance of basic potable water 
science and false assumptions about of filter deployment in Flint, yet 
her newly formulated recommendation was to eventually be cast in 
concrete: 

” … I think it is best to take filtered water, boil it, and then 
refrigerate for drinking.  This provides **two** barriers 
(more in concert with our gold standard of multiple 
barriers) … It is what I am starting to do in my own house in 
Ann Arbor… and I cannot in good conscience recommend 
otherwise to the citizens of Flint, especially given the 
average health condition of its citizens. 

It is truly unfortunate that Dr. Love never had a chance to learn basic 
principles of Sloan MoBE 101, because she had literally scared herself 
via DNA analysis of Ann Arbor POU filters, to the point that she was 
actually boiling potable water for her own family. That is perfectly fine, 
because as we say, to each their own. Millions of Americans make such 
personal choices every day to either boil their water, purchase bottled 
water, use filters of many different designs, or even expose themselves 
to “raw” water. 

Yet Dr. Love would soon become dead set on applying her newly 
minted “gold standard” to all of Flint, and inexplicably, only to Flint. 
At one level, this was merely formalizing Dr. Sullivan’s “insider” 
FACHEP “boil water” recommendations already posted on Facebook 
and Dr. Love’s warnings to residents like Keri Webber. The emails 
further reveal that because Dr. Pruden would be incapable of handling 
Dr. Love’s ideas on filter messaging, she would be put in limbo until 
Dr. Love’s “interesting but incompletely analyzed” data 
on Shigella was processed — at that time Pruden could be dazzled by 
Love’s brilliance after the Mayor, GCHD, U.S. Environmental 
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Protection Agency (EPA), MDHHS and CDC were informed first (see 
9/25 to 9/27/2016 emails at the end). 

But as we will eventually see, not one of those entities would be able to 
handle Dr. Love’s illogical “truths” either. And so it was henceforth 
destined, that Dr. Love would be pitted against the entire relief effort 
on the POU water filter issue, supported only by FACHEP sycophants. 
Moreover, in her supreme arrogance, Dr. Love was going to hopelessly 
outnumber and outvote everyone, and take her “gold standard” public 
one way or another.    
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